
Name: ______________________ Period: _____ 

Topographic Map Exercise #1 

Part 1: Reading a Topographic Map 

Directions: Study the simple topographic map shown below. This map shows an area with 

hills and a depression. Unlike many actual topographic maps, the elevations are in meters 

and the distances are in kilometers. Answer the questions that follow the map using your 3.3 

notes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. How many hills are on this map? _______ 

2. How many depressions are on this map? _______ 

3. What is the contour interval? _______ 

4. List the elevation of each location in meters. 

A __________ C __________ E __________ G __________ I __________ 

B __________ D __________ F __________ H __________ J __________ 

 

5. Using a ruler, tell the approximate distance between the following locations in kilometers. 

A to B __________ G to F __________ 

D to E __________ E to G __________ 

B to C __________ E to I __________ 



6. Which of the following represents a profile of the area between H and G? ______ 

 

7. At which location would runoff water most likely collect? _______ 

8. A which location would you place a radio antenna? ______ 

Part 2: Drawing a Profile from a Topographic Map 

Directions: Locate Mallette Campground on the Red River map on page 61. Then locate the 

10,355 ft. benchmark on the east side of the map. To construct a profile of the landscape 

between these two features, lay a paper strip on the map so that one edge of the strip forms 

a line connecting the Campground and the benchmark. Profile the area by marking where 

each contour line meets your paper. Don’t forget to label each contour line’s elevation. This 

strip will become your horizontal axis for your graph. Plot the elevations and then connect 

the points with a smooth curve. 

1. Label the location of Bitter 

Creek in your profile. 

 

2. Counting the road at the 

campground, how many roads  

does your profile cross? _______ 

 

3. What would be the most 

accurate assessment you could 

make for the elevation of Mallette 

Campground? 

 

4. Locate Sawmill Mountain. The 

peak of the mountain is enclosed 

by what contour line? 

__________________________ 


